Snoop Arrives at 5 Pointz with New HUF x
Snoop Collaboration for Spring 13
May 20, 2013

HUF X Snoop Mike Miller T Shirt
Bristol, UK (RPRN) 05/20/13 — The 5 Pointz online store welcomes another major HUF
collaboration, as the Cali Skater label partners with music icon Snoop for hot new spring
summer range.
The Hip Hop credentials of the UK’s 5 Pointz online store, received a boost with the arrival of the
HUF x Snoop clothing collection for spring 2013.
The cool new capsule collection, of caps, socks and instantly classic t shirts, is just the latest
major collaboration by California’s HUF brand. This time out, the hot indie label with the skater
boy roots has partnered with music icon Snoop to commemorate 420 2013 and deliver some of
the baddest new t shirts of the season; plus accessories with a recognisable Plantlife motif.

At the core of the collection is the series of photo print tees, which show Snoop at various stages
of his pioneering career, including the HUF x Snoop Mike Miller t shirt in white. Here, Snoop can
be seen performing in a slick, blue pimp suit, while surrounded by great looking girls.
The HUF x Snoop Joe Cool t shirt features an illustration by Joe Cool featuring two cartoon dogs
that will look familiar to anybody that’s up on their Snoop artwork. The t shirt is available in black
and white and each feature a HUF x Snoop graphic on the back with a brick wall effect fill.
No 420 collection would have been complete without some distinctly herbal thematic and the
HUF x Snoop range offers this in the form of the HUF x Snoop Socks in navy heather, and the
420 Volley 5 Panel Cap in grey heather; both of which feature the instantly recognisable Plantlife
logo.
5 Pointz brings the best of the international streetwear scene to UK doorsteps with a massive
online store, offering the latest new releases by heritage brands like Adidas Originals and Nike,
along with the best new independent labels, including HUF and many more.
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